
The USO handset combines high-
quality technology with an attrac-
tive and robust design.
Excellent sound, pleasant material 
and break-resistant properties are 
the qualities that have made USO 
the handset of choice in museums 
and exhibitions worldwide.

Inductive function Inductive listening 
enables hearing-impaired to receive au-
dio signals directly through  hearing aids 
equipped with a T-coil. The handset VIA 
can be equipped with an inductive func-
tion. This enables users to participate 
audio stations independently from their 
hearing ability which is a great progress 
under the aspect of inclusion. 

The VIA handset is characterised 
through its high-quality technol-
ogy and elegant design.
VIA is available in many colours 
and materials and is therefore 
versatile.

molitor

VIA Handset – the Colourful Individualist & USO Handset – the Premium Classic Device

As a specialist for steady audio stations, we have devel-
oped handsets which combine high technical quality with 
appealing design. USO, VIA and PLUX are produced in our 
own workshop in Berlin and are used worldwide in places 
where excellent functionality to listening experiences is 
required. 

Customer orientation, excellent service and innovative 
strength characterise our work. We continuously advance 
our products and develop durable solutions. 

As a result to customer requirements, molitor is develop-
ing handsets for outdoor use and with inductive function. 
We also sell headphones and interactive audio- and media 
players. New in our programme is AIO - the all in one plug 
and play audio station.

Next to our AV products we’ ve also developed new prod-
ucts for technical museum equipment which we would like 
to inform you about.

Looking forward to meeting you,

Liz and Martin 
molitor GmbH

WelcOme tO OUr StAnd G5 At the mUSeUm And herItAGe ShOW In lOndOn 2018

magnetic holder The USO and VIA handsets 
are held on a magnetic base. They can be re-
moved in all directions and easily find back into 
their right place. The cable of VIA handset ends 
in the base which spares an extra outlet in the 
exhibition furniture. In addition to an optimised 
version of the USO for use on walls, a special 
table version with cable return is also available. 
 
Auto-start function The built-in magnetic 
switch (reed contact) of the VIA and USO 
handset starts the sound or video clip auto-
matically when the handset is picked up, and 
also ends automatically when it is put back 
into place.

design The slim VIA and the classic USO have 
a stylish design which move the impression 
of a technical device into the background. 
 
technical information VIA and USO feature 
high quality, great sound and durability. The 
handsets have been tested thousands of times 
across the world. As an additional option VIA 
and USO are made with a switch for the user 
to choose between two languages or different 
audio clips. 

 

material The USO handset chassis is made 
from a PVC synthetic material. The VIA casing 
is made using a low waste, injection-moulding 
process. The material is glass-fibre reinforced 
polyamide. It is also possible to order a cus-
tomised valuable version made of aluminium, 
stainless steel or extremely robust Hytrel® soft 
plastic.  Standard colours for USO and VIA are 
black, white and grey. VIA can also be made in 
custom colours. The cable for VIA and USO are 
available in various lengths and are particularly 
durable thanks to the flexible steel tube.

neW MP 01 Media player – molitor is adding a media player to the range!

Our newly developed compact interactive Me-
diaplayer mP 01 for Video FullHD is perfect for 
continuous and maintenance-free operation 
due to its robustness and reliability. MP 01 is 
the ideal player for use in museum, exhibition, 
trade fair or sales installation. 

The MP 01 is a versatile, interactive media 
player. In addition to potential-free inputs, the 
new media player is equipped with an amp-
lifier suitable for headphones and handsets 
as well as nine separate switching outputs. 
As a result, lighting and relays, for example, 

can be switched on and off in sync with the 
media being played. Suitable data carriers 
are SDHC-cards as well as USB sticks. The 
easy programming of the playlist is possible 
without any additional software.
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AIO is a plug-and-play, high-qual-
ity  all-in-one audio station featur-
ing two handsets or headphones.

The PlUX handset is characterised 
through its high-quality technol-
ogy and elegant design.
It has a slim and stylish shape and 
its production is nearly waste-free. 

The DIO headphones are specially adapted to the requirements of exhibition, trade fair and 

sales installations.

The functional and stable construction is desi-
gned for continuous use and guarantees a long 
service life. The miniature jack enables mobile 
audio devices to beactivated instantaneously, 
and the low impedance of 35 Ω ensures excel-
lent sound quality. The headphone size can be 
quickly and easily adjusted using the dynamic 
adjustment unit when on the head. DIO is a 

one-time purchase for long-term use: earpho-
nes and loud speakers, as well as brackets and 
adjustment units, are available separately and 
can be replaced.

Additional The hook designed for the DIO 
headphones ensures that they can be safely
hung up.

new DIO with auto start function!  
In a customised version the headphones are 
available with a reed contact which starts the 
sound or video clip when picked up and also 
ends automatically when it is put back into 
place.

The great-value movebox®, a HD 
1080P-1 media player, is a high-
quality HD player.
It enables you to play videos, mu-
sic files and display digital images 
in HD quality (1,080 px).

The powder-coated stainless steel housing is 
available with up to four buttons and labelling.
Customised designs can be accommodated 
upon request. The integrated holders for 
handsets or headphones of your choice guar-
antee that they will be securely returned to 

their original position. The interactive AP 01 
audio player is the main feature of the set-up. 
Its high quality and easy-to-configure playlists 
enable it to be continuously played on loop, 
even in complex scenarios.

We recommend our VIA handset or the DIO 
headphones for stereo applications to round 
off your AIO. The system is also compatible 
with our USO handsets.

We have developed AIO as a response to the numerous requests we receive: the ease of 

use and installation of the audio station provides a straightforward solution for your exhi-

bition, trade fair or sales installation. Thanks to its pure design, AIO can be integrated into 

any spatial concept. 

PASSEND: AUDIOPLAYER

bindet hochwertige Technik 
mit attraktivem, robustem 
Design. USO für die intensive 
Nutzung 

in Erlebnisräumen gestaltet. 
Das trägt er im Namen – USO 
hundertfach im Museum-
salltag bewiesen.

Magnethalterung
Der Hörer wird von einem 
nauem Auflegen sicher zu-
rück an seine Ausgangspo

AUTOSTART-FUNKTION
Ein integrierter Magnetschal-
ter (Reed-Kontakt) startet den 
Hör- oder Videobeitrag beim

 Abnehmen des Hörers 
automatisch. Das Auflegen 
beendet das Abspielen.

DESIGN
Der USO Einhandhörer zeich-
net sich durch ergonomisches 
und reduziertes Design. Durch 
die schlichte Gestaltung n
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In our manufacturing workshops in Berlin Kreuzberg we produce the USO, VIA and PLUX 

handsets, assemble the AP 01 audio player and MP 01 media player and construct ex-

hibits. We take on every processing step from concept, design, prototype manufacturing, 

production, assembly, programming and commissioning to maintenance.

www.molitor-berlin.de/produkte
produkte@molitor-berlin.de
+49  |  30  |  62 90 19  - 0 

AP 01 is a versatile interactive audio player. The stand-alone device has a plug-and-play 

functionality and convinces with its workmanship and sound quality.

The AP 01 audio player was specially designed 
to meet requirements at exhibitions, trade fair 
and sales installations as well as at information 
points. It is made for permanent use. Handsets, 
buttons and sensors can easily be connected 
with the player by using the connection-

friendly marshalling panels. Additional to the 
standard playlist included, customisable play-
lists can be implemented for complex require-
ments. Buttons and sensors are integrated in 
the programming with nine freely allocable 
inputs for sophisticated applications. The au-

dio data can be saved on a SDHC memory card 
or a USB stick. An integrated amplifier enables 
up to two handsets or headphones to be con-
nected. It is possible to connect external ampli-
fiers or powered speakers by using a line out 
connector.


